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Introduction
Over the past two years, there has been an explosion of listings on trading
platforms such as Binance, Bitmex, Bittrex, etc. Over the same period,
trading volume skyrocketed by 1,06,435.67 percent to $79.22 trillion. This
rise has naturally doubled the number of accounts on different exchanges
with a corresponding increase in subscription demand from trading signal
sales companies. Only time will tell if these forecasts are accurate, but what
is certain is that cryptocurrencies have passed the point of no return. They
are here to stay, and their importance and use will only continue to grow.
The growing popularity of cryptocurrencies has seen trading platforms
welcome more and more new traders who often have no knowledge and
experience of the market or actionable trading skills. These new traders
don’t want to spend their whole day in front of charts analyzing trades and
markets, especially if they are part-time crypto traders. They enter trades
without a strategy, embrace inadequate risk management tools, and often
maintain a low risk-to-reward ratio. In addition, it must be said that
exchanges, such as Binance or Bittrex, do not offer all the requisite tools
such as portfolio monitoring, trailing stop, training materials, etc., for such a
trader who needs a secure framework to expedite their learning process as
they explore the market. WinWinCoins seeks to solve these crypto trader
problems with its commercial launch of the next-generation AI robot trading
solution that aims to vastly improve trading profits. Say goodbye to losses.
With the WinWinCoins trading bot, everyone wins.
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History
Robot trading, also known as algorithmic or automated trading, is a
computer-assisted trading system that allows market participants to carry out
user-defined activities such as entry and exit based on pre-defined rules.
Robot trading grew increasingly prevalent in the 1970s when highly
computerized trading systems emerged in the American financial markets.
The New York Stock Exchange also introduced its own robot trading solution
in 1976, further enhancing the acceptance of the electronic trading paradigm
by traders.
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Mission
Since 2016, cryptocurrency has sparked investor interest as a new high-yield
investment asset, offering the potential for superior performance compared
to classical assets. Indeed, its rapid growth and high performance have
surprised the entire community. WinWinCoins’ goal is to develop an
improved democratic platform accessible to all. We believe that every
blockchain-based cryptocurrency solution should be available to those who
do not possess deep market knowledge. Success in this regard would
improve cryptocurrency adoption during its present growth phase and further
increase the perceived legitimacy of the technology. Our goal is to
implement a platform that connects investors with trading robot experts to
improve access to profitable investment strategies.
On our platform, an investor seeking to allocate funds would select a robot of
their choice from the presented options. Each robot will be ranked and rated
based on its performance and risk, and so too will investors. In return for a
successful performance, robot experts will receive a percentage of the
returns. WinWinCoins will be a DeFi investment platform that offers
stakeholders the opportunity to leverage the cumulative experience of all
trading robot experts.
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HOW IT WORKS
Performance pool will be used for funding the academy trading robot,
rewarding the best-performing robot owners every year, and redistribution
among all holders.

Transaction fees on sale

1%

Performance pool:

3%

Liquidity pool:

3%

Redistribution among all holders:

2%

Burn:

1%

3%
2%

3%

Performance distribution:

5% 5%

Investor:

75%

Robot Owner:

15%

Performance Pool:

5%

Charity:

5%

15%

75%
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FUNDING
PRESALE
A presale event for the WinWinCoins token launch will
be held in Q2 2022. 40 billion tokens will be available for
three months to allow early investors an advantageous
rate. Sales requests will be made to our team, who will
then provide purchase instructions. Additionally, 25% of
presale launch proceeds will be allocated to the liquidity
pool via a 1-year smart contract lock-up.

PANCAKESWAP LAUNCH
When the presale is concluded, the WinWinCoins token will be listed on
PANCAKESWAP. As we know, this decentralized exchange (DEX) allows
users to make all market operations (buy, sell, and trade) on DeFi tokens
without a third-party exchange using an automatic liquidity pool system.
Since its launch in September 2020, PANCAKESWAP has significantly
enhanced how the cryptocurrency market operates, with millions of active
users and billions in liquidity within decentralized pools. Therefore,
PANCAKESWAP is the ideal choice for WinWinCoins’ initial exchange listing
as it will enable an instant transaction marketplace for buyers, sellers, and
market makers.

PRESALE- SMART CONTRACT LOCKUP
$0-10,000

$10,000-25,000

$25,000-50,000

$50,000-100,000

$100,000-250,000

No smart contract

3 month lock up

6 month lock up

9 month lock up

12 month lock up
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TKENOMICS
Total supply: 100,000,000,000

10%

15%

15%

10%

Private sale

Presale

Pink sale

Partners

5%

20%

25%

DevTeam

Marketing

Liquidity

Max Sale per transaction: 50,000,000

Anti Whale

Anti Bot

SERVICES
WinWinCoins is a future platform that will bridge trading robot experts with
everyone who would like to invest funds regardless of their cryptocurrency
market knowledge.
This platform will define two kinds of users:

Robot experts who can import their trading robots onto the platform.
Every person who would like to make investments without prior
knowledge of the crypto industry.

WinWinCoins will be a DeFi investment platform that offers stakeholders the
opportunity to leverage the cumulative experience of all trading robot
experts.

BENEFITS
Unified trading solution: WinWinCoins was born out of keen industry
observations that identified the need to address consumer needs and
concerns. It provides an all-in-one solution that offers traders who want to
learn and trade safely alongside professionals (social copy trading) access to
carefully selected crypto exchanges under one roof.
Powerful, easy-to-use automation: WinWinCoins’ goal is to make the
crypto trading experience on third-party exchanges convenient and hasslefree. We rely heavily on best practices in UX and automation to simplify the
platform for end-users as much as possible. Whether for simple trading or
setting up complex trading bots for trades on third-party exchanges, our
platform will offer a user-friendly and comfortable solution.
100% reliable and stable ecosystem: WinWinCoins combines specialized
and complementary crypto space activities to offer customers a complete
and qualitative trading experience. The WinWinCoins platform surrounds
trading with a robust ecosystem where everyone has the chance to be a
winner.
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ROADMAP
PHASE1
Develop white paper to improve awareness around the concept and 2WC
team.
Deploy 2WC token.
Certify smart contract with an independent, reputable audit service.
Develop ICO website, Discord, and social media communities.
Apply for CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap.
Design marketing strategy and identify influencers aligned with our cause.
Identify charity organisations and create partnerships.
Identify high-net-worth investors interested in staking.

PHASE2
Soft launch
Contact exchanges that can accommodate our tokenomics and assist in
getting listed.
Identify groups in need across different continents.
Presale
Identify businesses, potential celebrity endorsements, and partnerships.
Generate global press release about 2WC NFP organization and our
community efforts.

PHASE3
Launch WinWinCoins apps.
Introduce the first trading robots online.
More paid advertising and explore advertising the 2WC token commercially.
Expand involved social media influencers to maximize outreach.
Continue to grow and promote the 2WC Token.

PHASE4
Show dedication to charity by hosting fundraising events and social
gatherings.
Make the 2WC token a worldwide phenomenon.
Robot trading incorporation online.
Developer fund to finance developers trading robot projects. 2WC will invest in
Development for a royalty fee that will be redistributed to coin holders and
charities
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MARKETING
TFL CAMPAIGN

20
Subways

100
City Buses

INFLUENCERS

5000
Tube Posters

FINANCIAL SITES

50+ Influencers Combined
38million followers.
Selected for high engagement
and reach in target demographics.

40+ financial sector websites are
teaming up with Lucky Block
Focused on Investment and
financial media

SOCIAL MEDIA

Global Social Media Campaigns
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THE FOUNDER

Badreddine SLIME – CEO

